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The Cover Photo

It’s not very often we get the chance to put the spotlight on Richard & Anne who frequently take
up the position at the rear of the group, acting as Tail End Charlie. There are very few rides
when they are not there, maintaining a dominant position which alerts following vehicles to the
presence of the train of riders in front.
In particular they do a superb job in hanging back at junctions and roundabouts so that the the
junction marker has plenty of space and time in which to pull out safely.
This photo is a video still from my rear mounted bullet camera and was taken on one of those
rare occasions when the Red Pan Rider came up close as we got stuck behind a slow moving
vehicle. It is on the A54 above Congleton on the club’s 2016 weekend trip to Betws-y-Coed in
North Wales.
Never was Richard & Anne’s presence more appreciated than on the trip to Zoe’s Place when
the whole group became snow-bound on the A174 dual carriageway near Middlesbrough. We
had a sudden heavy snowfall and were riding the hard-packed, snow-white wheel tracks as the
cars approaching from behind seemed to be completely unaware that there was no longer any
road surface to provide grip. Nor were they aware of our rather precarious predicament one
dab of the brakes, one slight lean, one clod of packed snow flicked under our front wheel and we
would have been down. A few times cars overtaking needed to slow suddenly and we cringed,
buttocks clenched as they snaked their way towards the vehicle in front.
Many thanks to Richard and Anne.
John
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Air Ambulance Donation

Snippets

Great North Air Ambulance
In recent years we have alternated our charitable
donations between two of the local Air Ambulance
services. Anne’s Ride Out Collection Box contents came to
a total of £145.70 and the proceeds of the Xmas Bash
raffle came to £112.
We will therefore send a cheque for £257.70 to the Great
Northern Air Ambulance service which covers the North
East, North Yorkshire and Cumbria.
The charity donations for 2017 will go to Yorkshire Air Ambulance, as they did in 2015.
Many thanks to Anne for hounding us all relentlessly for our donations, and to everyone that contributed to
the collection box, to the raffle, or in any other way to this well deserved charity.
May we never have to call on them.
John
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The Cover Photos
A Farewell to Pan Talk from John
Well, this is it - my last edition of PanTalk.
It is probably old news by now, but
Lynne and I have decided to leave
Northern Pan Riders altogether, and inevitably
from that decision, step down from the committee.
When we joined in 2011, riding with NPR changed
our views about being in a motorcycle club and we have thoroughly enjoyed the riding
and the camaraderie that NPR offered. But as age, other circumstances and the style of riding in the club all
change, we have decided to return to the ‘spur-of-moment’ rides and solo long distance touring that we used
to enjoy when we first started riding together 190,000 miles ago.
PanTalk was something that I wanted to resurrect as a means of keeping members up to date with what has
been going on in the club. By making it available to absolutely anyone who visits the website it has also been
a good showcase for anyone who wants to find out more about us before joining.
When I first suggested the idea of bringing it back to life, I was informed that in its earlier incarnation, the
source of articles coming from members had dried up and it couldn’t be kept going. I wasn’t too bothered
about that - at the very least there would be 3 club rides to report on for each edition, and these could be
illustrated with maps and with video stills from my always-on bullet camera. I also had a lot of excellent UK
and European routes in hand; a lot of technical articles; plenty of detailed knowledge of satnav devices; a
number of personal records of UK and European touring holidays that I had written already as a personal
record. So I had plenty to fall back on to keep PanTalk going for a few years.
As it turned out, we have had a large number of members making very significant contributions, with some
excellent long trips described and illustrated. Typically, I would add the maps of the route to their description,
I would format the text and position the photos to make it fit in with the PanTalk layout, and then pass it back
to the original author for their approval. As a result I’ve only ever had the need to call on my own reports a
handful of times, and I still have a lot of these that I haven’t yet used.
Many more members have come up with ‘Snippets’, ‘How To…’, ‘Riding Skills’, Google Mapping tricks, ‘Guess
Who’ articles and the one that I will be dipping into in a few years time - Alex’s report on the procedures that
we will all have to go through when our current driving licence expires when we reach 70.
If the number of mouse clicks on the website for the various editions of PanTalk is anything to go by, it has
been a popular download. Most editions usually reach 60-70 downloads within a couple of weeks of them
becoming available. The March 2015 edition has been accessed a massive 340 times, although I cannot work
out why this would be the case. In total, there have been 1,641 downloads.
Although the original technical articles were well received at the time, they had to be removed as it was
difficult to make a clear distinction between the intention of writing an article along the lines of ‘This is what I
have done’ and the possibility of such an article being mistaken for a description of ‘This is the way to do it’.
Anyway - after 4 years as treasurer and 15 quarterly editions of PanTalk, that’s it for me. Many thanks to
everyone who has contributed over the last four years and to everyone who has read, skimmed, looked at the
pictures, or just dipped into it for one of the articles that interested them. But now, Lynne and I are making a
gradual withdrawal from the club. Gradual, because in my role as treasurer, there
is a lot of information to transfer, email accounts and passwords to change, bank
accounts and Paypal accounts to alter and website
form submissions to modify and test. It all takes time.
If anyone fancies producing PanTalk in the future, you
are welcome to the software that I used last year. A
high quality, powerful piece of DeskTop Publishing
software produced by Serif - called PagePlus x7. I
currently use version x8 but for me, there’s precious
little to choose between the two versions. You would
also be welcome to the templates that I have set up
ready to create each brand new edition.
John
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On the Future of NPR
Richard Rallies the Members to form a New Committee

It's Dave on his Pan European
Isn't dirty but normally clean
Older than most
Lives near the coast
With his lovely wife Kathleen
Now Alex is gonna stand down
But who will be wearing his crown
I hear there's a lady
I hope she's not shady
Or else I'll be wearing a frown
We need a new chairman next year
Or the club may fold up, that I fear
It would be catastrophic
For an alcoholic
Said Richard while drinking a beer
A treasurer I'd love to be
With my abacus 1 2 & 4
No, that's not a rhyme
I think it's sublime
I hope I can right some more
We all do our best for the clubs
And we all like a drink in the pubs
We like riding our bikes
And we're all different type
So don't forget, pay up your subs
Our club may be crumbling down
But Aye don't be wearing a frown
Volunteer for a post
You're better than most
Don't let the NPR down
By Richard Ellis & Half a Bottle of (Hic) Special Reserve
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A Welsh Weekend
A Couple of Nights in Betws-Y-Coed - 30 September to 2 October 2016
It was a pretty cold and dark morning when we set off from home at 7:00 on Friday 30 September. The
forecast for today wasn’t too bad, but with only the mere hint of daylight and the temperature
inversion creating a plunge pool of freezing cold fog in the valley bottoms, the bright outlook was a
little difficult to believe.
M606, M62, Huddersfield and then on to Glossop would be the quickest way for us to get to the 10:00
start at Glossop, and we needed to Cross Bradford and Huddersfield before the rush hour traffic. The
roads dropping down into Holme Village were icy in patches, but Holme Moss was clear, and by the
time we were descending into Glossop, the sun was out and we had time in hand for a breakfast at
Wetherspoons.

Alan & Jeanette, Richard & Anne, Dave & Kath, Andy & Tracy, John & Lynne set off in convoy at 10:00 prompt,
heading over to Buxton, Congleton and Whitchurch and the Welsh Borders. Wales greeted us with the
customary downpour, but it was relatively brief and by the time we were approaching Llangollen we were dry
again. A pretty good lunch at the PontCysyllte viaduct was certainly welcome, having ridden non-stop for 2½
hours.

After lunch, the ride was a straight forward run along the A5 to Betws. It looks straight on the map but the
descent into Betws is tightly twisting and always greasy under the trees. The afternoon sun had not yet dried
the road in this shady, steep sided valley.
The accommodation at the Waterloo Hotel was pretty good, with all of us housed in lodges adjacent to the
hotel. Dave had read the forecast for Friday night and appeared at one point to be trying to park his bike
inside the room, but in the end had to leave it in the covered walkway outside the lodge.
We were joined later in the evening by Graeme & Sally, who had made their way from work along the A55 and
down the Conwy valley. The evening meal was excellent - the menu choice was good and the waiters and
waitresses were helpful - and tolerant !
Saturday morning greets us with a downpour. There is something about Wales in the rain - the whole place
looks as though it has been submerged for years and it has just come up for a quick breath before receiving
another ducking. Today is one of those days - the forecast for Saturday is for heavy showers throughout the
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Dave & Kath heading south-west on the A54 between Buxton & Congleton

day, but the forecast for Sunday looks pretty good. So it is no surprise that no one seems bothered about
going to Zip World for Europe’s longest Zip Wire (which was the original intention many moons ago) on
Saturday morning.
Out of the remaining options of going for a ride and wandering around the shops of Betws, the decision is
pretty much a foregone conclusion. It’s difficult not to feel smug when you know you had the choice of riding
or not, and the poor souls in the car park are sitting on their bikes in the pouring rain, their soft luggage
inadequately protected from the rain by what look suspiciously like the room’s white bin liners. They are
preparing to set off for their trip through Snowdonia and across the Menai Straits to Angelsey to catch the
Ferry to Ireland from Holyhead. Been there, done that, and I never thought that I would say this out loud, but
playing the tourist around the over-expensive shops in Betws is a much more attractive option.
So for us, the railway museum, the model rail shop, the Anna Davies shops and the outdoor shops are all
satisfactory diversions, culminating in a pub lunch at the Royal Oak and a rest from the morning’s exertions in
the afternoon - and some go for a swim in the hotel’s
pool.
Sunday morning is bright, sunny, and apart from the
remnants of some rather deep puddles, it is dry.
The plan is to make up for yesterday’s aborted ride
out and head home after a ride around North Wales.
Graeme & Sally went off in one direction, and John &
Lynne need to be home by 5:00 so they too head
home via Ruthin and across to the Peak District
through Congleton, Buxton, Glossop and the familiar
zig zag north through the Pennines towards Keighley.
The remainder of the group heads South towards
Blaenau Ffestiniog on the A470 Crimea Pass and then
Andy & Tracy, Dave & Kath, Richard & Anne
towards the coast of Cardigan Bay passing through
Corwen, North Wales
Harlech, Llanbedr and Barmouth. Harlech Castle
stands proud on the cliffs above on the left, and it is
hard to imagine that the 1km of land between our road and the sea was once under water. The ride passes
the old ‘sea gate’ immediately on the left where ships once delivered supplies to the castle.
At Barmouth, the route turns inland and heads upstream in order to get across the Mawddach estuary. The
railway bridge at Barmouth takes a more direct line and is just one and a half miles for pedestrians and cyclists
to get to the other side. But on the motorbikes it is necessary to take a 15 mile detour to Dolgellau to arrive at
the same point south of the river and rejoin the coast road at Fairbourne.
From here, the route home takes in Tywyn and Aberdyfi, by-passes Machynlleth and then heads on the
delightful twisty B roads towards Llyn Efyrnwy. From there it goes east towards Oswestry and Whitchurch
before heading to Congleton and the Peak District. The final leg of the journey is through the 50mph speed
restricted, but non-the-less enjoyable roads through Buxton and Glossop, before the national speed limit
releases the throttle to climb Holme Moss to Huddersfield and the M62.
A great weekend. We (John & Lynne) had a pleasant sunny 175 mile ride through Derbyshire, stopping a
couple of times en-route and arriving home 20 minutes before our 5 o’clock deadline. The rest of the group
got home around 9:00pm after a long but thoroughly enjoyable day’s riding - 233 miles to the M62.
Many thanks to Alan and Jeanette for planning and leading and to Richard and Anne for bringing up the rear. It
was an enjoyable break.
John
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A Trip to the Goathland and Scarborough
Alan T takes us to the Seaside - October 2016 - 141 Miles

The very low sun and wet roads make the ride eastward to Wetherby a little awkward. But by the time we are
all assembled and the convoy sets off, the sun is much higher, the roads are dry and no longer reflect the glare
and it is really quite pleasant for an early October morning. Alan T, John & Lynne, Alan & Jeanette, Dave &
Kath, Dave A, Andy, Alex, Richard & Anne all show up at Wetherby services and set off north up the new A168
- the old A1 now renumbered, fast and very quiet - heading east into the Howardian hills, Malton and
Pickering. In the distance we can see isolated dark clouds dumping their contents onto the ground beneath
them. Just before Pickering we ride under one, receive a right good soaking, and then continue into the dry
and sunshine as if nothing has happened.
The Goathland Hotel has just enough room to park 8 bikes outside, and just enough tables to seat us all
comfortably. Lunch is very pleasant and 90 minutes later we set off into another mild cloud burst with a slight
delay as John wrestles with the Aquaseal zip on a Rukka loan jacket which decides that it isn’t going to join the
two sides together.

The Convoy Descending the Hole of Horcum
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Alan in the Mirror

Alan & Jeanette - plus Andy

Dave & Kath

Richard and Anne

Dave

The run through Whitby and down the coast is steady
going. It’s Sunday. It’s sunny. It’s the end of the
Summer season and everyone is out grabbing their last
chance of going to the seaside. Including us. But the
North York Moors are always fun and the run back
from Brid through Sledmere on the quiet B1253 is a
delight. Seaways Café makes a welcome break and it is
from here that we go our separate ways.
An excellent ride. Brilliant roads, good food and we
leave Seaways at 15:50 with plenty of time to make the
90 minute journey home with just enough daylight left,
the sun now low on the horizon in the west - straight ahead of us !
Alex

Alan had managed that delicate balance between maintaining a good pace without the following group
becoming strung out or bunched up.
Many thanks Alan.
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A Yorkshire Dales Reservoir Run
Alex takes us to Masham Brewery for Lunch - 4 December 2016 - 118 Miles

It was cold when we left home, but at around 4 °C, the anticipated post-dawn frost and ice did not
materialise. 14 members and 10 bikes turned out - Alex, Nigel & Jess, Alan & Jeanette, Dale, Andy, Lee, Steve,
Alan T, John & Lynne, Richard & Anne and we set of from Wetherby services at around 10:00 with the sun
desperately trying to make the sky brighter and the air warmer - but with limited success.
We headed west on the back roads towards Otley before picking up the A658 Harrogate - Pool road.
Some of these early morning back roads had not been gritted and although the air temperature was up to
6°C, the roads had clearly been cold enough to freeze the morning dew as it fell. The long narrow patches
appeared to be just damp,
but an occasional foot dab
revealed their true icy nature
and the need for caution.
We turned north onto
gritted roads and the eastern
morning sun had dried our
side of the road. This was
much more fun as we went
past the reservoirs of Lindley
Wood, Swinsty and Fewston
and then headed over the
wide open high moorland
above Blubberhouses and
past Thruscross reservoir.
The twisty, windy back road
from Pateley Bridge took us past Gouthwaite reservoir and over Pott Moor to Masham and Leighton
Reservoir. These roads were largely dry and had been well gritted. The cold, clear air and the sunshine
provided us with spectacular views across the valley in front of us.
Masham Brewery was an excellent stop and we arrived in good time to miss the lunchtime rush. Without the
need for a morning P&T stop, we had plenty of time to relax and natter over lunch.
Dale headed back north after lunch, having had problems with his front tyre - he could have stayed with us as
the afternoon ride took us past signs for Teesside and Darlington. For a while, we thought that Alex had
forgotten that he was leading the ride and was heading home, but we passed his road end and continued
through Bedale, towards Richmond and then, courtesy of a blocked side road, up the A19 and back down the
other side to reach Northallerton and Thirsk.
It was a good run, and especially nice to have this one a tad earlier in the Month since Dick’s November run
had to be cancelled. It had been nearly 2 months since we had been out together as a group.
Many thanks Alex
John
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Alex leads down Greenhow Hill into Pateley Bridge
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Picos de Europa
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Picos de Europa - Trials & Tribulations
Dick & Ruth head to northern Spain
We had been hearing about
the Picos de Europa for
several years, and how good
they were supposed to be, so
although we don’t like to
‘follow the sheep’ we
thought it about time to
check the area out.

A very busy summer had left
little time for forward planning,
which had consisted of booking digs
in Spain and a one-way ferry
crossing from Portsmouth to
Santander. With a week to go, a B&B
was booked somewhere down the south of England (to break the journey to the ferry port), SatNag checked
for European mapping, and a handful of Euros bought. Hmm, tyres looking a bit thin, so best have some new
rubber, and whilst we are at it, best have a full service and MoT. That’s where it started to unravel. Tilston’s
(Stockton) wanted to fit new discs all round, plus service the SMC, all of which meant waiting for parts, before
the bike could be put through its MoT. On the day of departure, our daughter drove us to the garage, who
were still awaiting delivery of the required parts. By mid-afternoon, it became obvious that the spares would
not arrive in time, so we settled up for what the garage had done, and took the Pan to the MoT station, where
it passed with flying colours. And off we set!!
Brittany Ferries, I have to say, are very good, and the 24 hour trip went very smoothly, even through the Bay
of Biscay. We met a bunch of bikers on old British nails, heading for the Moto Piston Rally; an annual 7 day
international event for classic bikes, held in northern Spain around the Picos area. We kept coming across
groups of these riders throughout our holiday, and they were a grand bunch (might try taking Tracy Trident
one year).
After a couple of circuits around Santander, Emily Jane, (the SatNag), finally got us pointing in the right
direction, and we found our digs for the week in the quiet little backwater of Vidiago, a couple of miles in from
Llanes, on the coast. This really is old traditional Spain, with hardly a word of English being spoken – no British
Costas here, thank you very much.
The first day we toured up and down the coast, which was cracking. Good roads, miles of empty beaches and
No Brits – perfect. We were however a little surprised when we came upon a nudist beach, but
fortunately the only occupants, a middle aged couple (not us!), took no notice as we did a sharp
exit stage left. It really is a beautiful coastline, with small, low-rise, family resorts; just the
place to bring the grandkids (avoiding the Playa Nudistas).
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So, to the mountains. The Picos de Europa
National Park, is basically a mountainous region
bisected by a triangular shaped network of roads,
with lots of smaller, usually dead-end roads
leading off, and some amazing lakes.
First day in the mountains …

… we headed south west from the coast on the
N634 to Parres, then the N625 to Cangas de Onis,
on the edge of the National Park. Cangas is a lively
market town with a very spectacular hump
backed Roman Bridge. This town would make a
good base to explore the Picos from. We then
headed up on the As-262 into the centre of the Park and
passing through Covadonga, a renowned religious site
with its Basilica and grotto, we headed upwards to Lakes
Enol (pic right) and Erncina. We happily dodged the cows
and ponies but did not miss another red Pan – buggers
get everywhere. A couple of North West Pan Clanners
fresh from the Spanish Pan Gathering (afraid we didn’t
get their names, but here is their mug shot). Back down
the hill to Covadonga we then ran into a friendly
American from Detroit aboard an 800 Tiger (which he
rather dwarfed). A bunch of them had flown over just to
ride the Picos on hire bikes – the Triumph was probably a
better choice than a Harley for these roads. Back to base
for some more dodgy local grub (I really must buy a
phrase book next time!).
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Second day in the mountains…
… we took a more central southern route to
Sotres, high up in the mountains. On the way,
we took a side spur up a steep hairpinned lane (I
lost count of the corners) to the hamlet of
Camarmena, with breathtaking views. Sotres
provided an excellent dinner stop where we
dined on the local bean and pork stew – very
tasty. Then further into the mountains, this time
dodging goats and their extremely fierce guard
dog (no human in sight) to the dead end village
of Tresviso (lots of banjo’s strumming up there)
– again, fabulous views.

15
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Third day …
… we headed on the south
eastern leg of the triangle on
the N621 to Potes. Another
old Roman town, it is very
picturesque and a bit touristy,
with a fair sprinkling of Brit’
reg’ bikes; but it would make
another ideal base to explore
the area. We took the
exquisitely winding Ca-185,
following the gorge of the river
Deva, to the cable car station of
Fuenta De, where we took the 750m
ride to the spectacular viewpoint over
the valley. We retraced our route
back through Potes, then rejoined the
N621 towards the man-made lakes of
Riaño, only to be brought to an
abrubt stop by a landslide that had
well and truly closed the road. No other option but to turn round and head for home, but now with more
knowledge of what the road had in store, we made some quite exciting progress (bruised ribs from my
conscience sitting on pillion; a constant theme of the holiday).
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Day 4 ….
…. and another go at
getting to Riaño, took
us on a different route
to Cangas (As-114), then
joined the N621, and took
the southern leg of the
triangle to the lakes,
following the river Sella.
More glorious roads through
spectacular gorges, before
climbing countless hairpins to
the high plateau. Riaño is a
something and nothing new
town, built when they
dammed and flooded the
valleys. There had been a
significant drought this
summer, so all the lakes and
reservoir’s we came across
were very low, with exposed ruined villages and road networks – whacky! We continued
past the extensive Riaño lakes and did a doughnut back through the mountains on the
Le-243
This was really the end of our Picos mountains tour, and although there are loads more
side roads to explore, we had had enough and finished this part of the trip by exploring
more of the coast.
What are classed as the main ‘N’ roads are fantastic, bend after flowing bend, with
near perfect radii and cambers, excellent grippy tarmac, and in late September,
very quiet. We met or saw lots of bikes, mainly Brits, all having a ball. If you
have never done the Picos de Europa, get them added to your Bucket
List, and if you have, do them again.
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At the end of 7 days….
…. we turned for home, and
took the very pleasant N240 to
overnight in Pamplona (worth
a look – no Bull!), past the
multi-coloured lake Yesa to
Jaca (great coffee stop) then
over the Pyrenees to France
on the 934 to Lourdes (tacky, tacky), stopping in Bergerac for the night. Next stop was Limoges, and
next day we visited the massively sad Oradour–Sur-Glane, sight of a Nazi atrocity in which 650 villages
were massacred in reprisal for Resistance activity. The village has been left basically untouched, as a
monument to the fallen innocent. Next stop was Bourges, basically the middle of France. A pleasant
evening in Reims, where we stayed in a great little Art Nouveau hotel, right in the centre of town, where we
had to ride the bike down a narrow covered alleyway to park in an inner courtyard.
Nearly there, North Sea Ferry’s booked on-line to Hull, and a night in Ypres (Belgium) planned. Minding our
own business trucking down some French dual carriage at about 130 / 140 kph, when oh S##T – loud roaring
sound, followed by vibration like you are on rumble strips, then bike becoming very unstable. 4 ways on and
ease her over to the hard shoulder, keep off the brakes and let her slow to a stop. Flat back tyre, both beads
unseated, with a nice neat hole right in the middle of the tread of my new (for holiday) tyre. Being an
organised sort of chap, I had forgotten to arrange any European Break Down Cover, which really would have
been quite useful in this situation. So out came the trusty plugger and gas bottles – no chance thinks me – but
low and behold, up the tyre went, and stayed that way till we got home!
Got to Ypres, what a lovely (and sad) town. Went to the Last Post ceremony, and I would challenge anyone not
to be moved. Uneventful, somewhat steady, ride to the coast, with pommes mit mayo at Blankenberg, then
jumped on the ferry at Zebrugge, and home.
Dick & Ruth

Oradour sur Glane

Bike Park at Reims

Ruth takes a bull by the horns
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Tony & Mary Wraxall
Canada & USA Trip
2015
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Canada and USA
Tony and Mary Wraxall’s Trip in 2015
Mary and I had originally planned to visit her sister and her family in Vancouver BC, for an extended visit of about
a month.
Because of a recent spinal operation, Mary felt unable to climb onto a motorbike pillion seat and enjoy the
chance of riding around on a locally rented motorbike, as we had done on previous visits; so, it was decided we
would hire a car to lessen the burden on the sister’s family to drive us around, and cater for our wishes to visit a
few volcanic hot springs and to enable us to visit the fantastically scenic places, in and around British Columbia.we

Now Mary and her sister are great fans of Las Vegas, and decided
that they would take the opportunity to fly down to Vegas when
Denise had time off work for a vacation, which coincided with the mid
part of our month together. Although I love Vegas and all it has to offer,
I am not a gambling man and don’t take to sunbathing to any extent, so a
week there would leave me at a loose end for much of the time, so I
thought I would hire a bike down in Vegas for the time I was there so I
looked on the Eagleriders web site (a company I had rented from on my other
trips to the Midwest) and found that a new addition to their locations map was
Vancouver BC J .

So now a new plan began to evolve, for a premium cost, you can hire a
motorcycle from one of their depots and return the bike to another, at any part
of the states. That left me thinking that after we return the car to the renters, I
could pick up a bike at Eagleriders BC, so instead of flying down to Vegas with the
girls, I could leave them in Vancouver and set off a few days before their flight down to
Vegas for an extended ride and meet them in Vegas after they had been there for a few
days enjoying their gambling and nightlife.
I had not formed any planned route for this trip, but a look at the map suggested that I head
east in Canada until I reached the Rockies then south along the mountain range taking in all
the National parks which are many in number all the way down to Las Vegas. This was an
excellent plan which suited all parties. Mary and I had a great week with the hired car, and
visited those lovely scalding hot springs she loves as well as some coastal resorts and whale
watching venues while Denise and her family got on with normal family stuff. On our
return I got started on the ride plans
Normally I would rent the bigger ultra-glide Harley for the trip, because of all the
kit to be hauled along with me, but none was available at short notice. But I
struck lucky in renting a road king that had to be ridden south as part of the
deal the premium did not apply because it had already been paid by the
previous renter. The bike was made ready for the trip by Eagleriders
and the deal completed and off I rode to my sister in laws to pack for
the trip; about midday I was saying my goodbyes and set off east
towards the Rockies. The BC scenery is fantastic and the going
easy on the highway 3 eastbound. After an afternoons riding
I arrive at a town called Grand Forks, where I found a great
little riverside motel called Johnny’s, which had a covered
veranda under which I could safely park the bike, and head
off across the road to the Omega restaurant/bar for a
great meal, few beers and chat to some of the fellow
travellers there. After a comfortable night I awoke refreshed to the rippling sound of the river behind my
chalet and after a brief stroll about I decided that breakfast would be great so off across the road to the
Omega again for a hearty breakfast, then back to saddle up and head off east again, through great scenery
heading for the town of Fernie, slightly to the north of my intended track but just north of Eureka where I
intended to cross over the border into the state of Montana/ the Park Place lodge was more than adequate for
the night , with an adjoining bar and grill, but a well-earned early night was on the cards after a beer.
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Crossing the border was uneventful but very slow and tedious,
but once on my way you could immediately tell you were in a
different land back to miles instead of kilometres. I decided to
stop overnight in Whitefish Montana so that I could spent the
whole of the next day riding through Glacier National Park, again
the place was alive with trippers going to and from the park; I
got talking to some local bikers in the bar and they told me that
the route across the beautiful “Going to the sun road” was
closed due to road works to remove an avalanche at Logan’s
pass , a good few miles before Babbs town at the far side of the
pass through the mountains, but most of the park could still be
ridden as long as I was willing to backtrack again. This I did the
following day, and was treated to some of the most moving
landscapes I had seen so far this trip. The “going to the sun“road up to
Logan’s pass was full of exciting views around each bend but with lots of
daft motorists just stopping in the roadway to take pictures instead of
waiting to get to a layby where they could do it safely. The trip through
the park was well in excess of what id expected, the roads were good
and traffic fairly light which made the going nice and easy
so I could devote a lot of time to enjoying the outlooks
and mountains, because it was later in the season, the
presence of glaciers were fairly sparse, but where they
coincided with the roads they were quite a sight to
behold, so my run up to logan,s pass was most enjoyable, I
rode up to the landslip area and turned back down the
road with a different aspect to the views to be had which
is always a good thing on a trip such as this.
I had planned to make my next stop in Missoula, so I had a
ride of 120 miles to complete after my great day in Glacier
NP; so, I meandered my way down to there, drinking in
the scenery which was enthralling at times with lots of
wild buffalos to be seen at the side of the roads along the
route past Flathead lake through lots of wildlife
conservation areas set amongst beautiful landscapes.
Missoula is a very prosperous town with great
accommodations to choose from, so I picked a nice one
with a spa so I could wallow in a nice hot tub after my ride.
The following day, my ride was through the Wales
wilderness study area and Deer lodge national forest along
highway 90 and 287 south to the town of Ennis just
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northwest of my next days visit to Yellowstone
national park in Wyoming state.

I entered Wyoming via west Yellowstone on
h/way 20, and headed for old faithful geyser
which was far more amazing than any pictures
and videos I had seen, the whole area is of
course volcanic, and the roads through the park
were all routed to encompass most of the
spectacular sites to visit. There were far more
vents and mud blow holes and boiling sulphurous
pools than I had expected there to be, and
watching these in real time held my fascination
for far longer than any TV show could. The whole
area is laid out for the safety of visitors, but if one is not
careful, it is easy to step into one of those boiling pools
if your attention is diverted by the grandeur of it all. The
national park covers a vast area, and huge visiting
crowds are lost within its boundaries making it seem
almost empty; I did however marvel at the huge
amounts of RV motor homes populating the roads to
and within the park, seems to be a popular form of
vacation for the folk over there.
One element of motorbike riding in the states that I
found irksome and very frustration at times, was the
complete lack of suitable safe turnout/laybys that a
rider can feel safe to stop at; they all seem to consist of
a precipitous ride off the edge of the carriageway onto a
sloping gravelly surface that is impossible to park a bike
safe and level, doubly irksome if you want to stop and
take a photo of the scenery, but that’s my rant over.
Heading, south next to the Grand Teton national park
which I found to be incredibly picturesque, lots of lakes
and forest up and along the mountain ranges, then
across wide open plains of Wyoming to the town of
Lander where I was to stay that night. As I was riding
these rolling plains, I thought “how wonderful it would
be to spend the night out on the plains and view the
cosmos without any light pollution from civilisation” and
as a result, I chose a hotel in lander unsaddled and got
to my room, showered and went out for a meal in the
town; then when I got back to the hotel, I bundled up
two duvets and a pillow and a can or two of soda and
headed out back about 35 miles back along my track to
a place I thought would be nice and sheltered off the
highway, and settled down for a night communing with
the cosmos. It was a soul moving experience and I spent
hours mulling over the meaning of life, the universe and
stuff as I gazed deep into the firmament. I fell asleep
after a while. I awoke with a start, as one of god’s little
creatures scurried under my duvet with curiosity, this
set me wide awake and it must have been about three in the morning and getting back to sleep was not on the
cards because I had disturbed my cosy bivvy and was now bloody freezing with no prospect of getting warm
again unless I fired up the bike and pumped the exhaust into my duvet so I decided that it would be wiser to
return to the hotel which I did. After completing my slumber in a nice warm bed, I got up feeling refreshed and
at one with the universe, and ready for a good day riding south across mountains and plains of south Wyoming
to the town of Vernal in the northwest corner of Utah state, which I must say was quite unremarkable, and
must have been situated purely as a cattle shipping hub in the old wild west days. But now I am in the most
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scenic state in the Midwest, with a huge
preponderance of differing magnificent rocky
formations. Along route 72 the views were quite
breath-taking at times, I decided to put up for
the night in Torrey, Utah, which is little more
than a junction town used by travellers consisting
only of about a dozen streets with all the
facilities that travellers require; gas station,
hotel/motels, restaurants, bars etc.

I spent the evening eating and drinking with a
group of bikers who were on one of those guided
tours of Utah, they were a mixed bunch of
Americans, German and Austrians. They were
riding west from Colorado state and were on the first
day of their trip so we had a lot to chat about, mainly
though about how and why I had embarked on my trip
and didn’t I feel vulnerable riding alone, I of course said
no, it was more fun this way and a couple of them said
that next trip they would do the same style as I was
doing, freebooting to where ever I felt like going to and
staying where I chose to, more of an adventure that
way.
My reason for stopping in Torrey was mainly because I
knew I was in for some gobsmacking scenic stuff before I
reached my next stop which I decided would be in the
town of Escalante only 65 miles away, but with some of
the most spectacular scenic views enroute such as the
devil’s backbone, a long ridge with precipitous drop offs
either side of the road and panoramas to die for. The
parks from here on in to Vegas were all magnificent in
their own style and characteristics Capitol reef is what I
describe as white weathered canyons and hills, which
are a joy to ride through which I spent an afternoon
enjoying and photographing.
Escalante is a nice little town and sits in the centre of all
the parks I wanted to visit on my trip there is a site
nearby called the grand staircase which I must say, was
one of the highlights of my route, and one I would love
to revisit on a future trip
My next nights stop I was heading for was a small town
of Panguitch to the west of Bryce canyon national park ,
not too far away, again allowing me lots of time for
sightseeing in the area. Bryce canyon can be described
as red sandstone formations worn by weather over the
centuries to form large outstanding Hoodoos which look
for all the world like huge colourful outdoor stalagmites;
the park is a very popular place with unfortunately very
few laybys at which to stop, and those that exist are not the best situated for taking pictures of the best
formations, but having said that, there are miles and miles of this splendid scenery to drink in on the way
through the park. My stay in Panguitch was fun, lots of bikers around in the restaurants and bars and fantastic
stories to exchange with each other, I made a few more friends that evening and some of them were heading
my way the following day down through Zion national park where the outlooks and scenery were too
magnificent to relate in this narrative but I recommend greatly that the readers should at least once in their
lives experience what I had the pleasure of experiencing on my trip.
Zion park is way above any superlatives I have used so far even though none of those descriptions could do
half the justice these vistas deserve. Zion is again very popular with trippers, with the added caveat that it is
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within a days touring distance from Las Vegas which tends to add greatly to the parks population during
the day, so finding somewhere to park up or stop for a photo opportunity tends to be a bit problematic
with lots of tour buses on the narrow roads, but the flow of traffic is quite good until you arrive at the
long tunnel through the headland rock face which is traffic controlled because it is too narrow for two
way traffic; on exiting the tunnel there is the most fun zigzag road that drops about a thousand feet
which proves very intimidating for the inexperienced drivers confronted by it. After getting to the
bottom of the zigzag it was a nice picturesque run out to the western park entrance; I knew I would no
longer be needing the all parks pass I had bought
at the start of my trip through the national parks
which cost a reasonable 50 dollars, it still had
lots of validity on it so I handed it to a fellow
biker waiting in the queue to pay to go into the
park, asking him to pass it on to another when
he had finished with it that day. He was grateful for the
gift, and agreed to do so. We parted with a handshake
and farewell.
As I have said, it was a tour bus distance from there to
Las Vegas, and I was eager to see my Mary again, so I
did not waste any time on my trip across the desert to
that wonderful town. I decided to deliver the bike to
the Eaglerider depot in Vegas before heading to the
hotel where Mary and Denise were staying, this I did,
and the reception guy on the desk at Eagleriders was
astounded that I had ridden down all the way from
Canada, he checked out the bike for damage and gave a
clean bill of health for it.
The one down side to hiring the road king was that it
had a very small vestigial windshield which did nothing
to keep the wind from bouncing my head and helmet
about, this meant that I could not attach my headcam
to the helmet without the video being subjected to
violent vibrations, nor could I attach it to other parts of
the bike because I had no alternative fittings for it,
which rendered it unusable for the trip which was a
great shame.
My arrival at the hotel to reunite with Mary was
wonderful and we had a great time in the week to
come before we all flew back to Vancouver after our
respective great times, got to be done again I think.
Tony
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Steve and Val’s Spanish Trip
A Tale of Two Bikes

A Burgos, Santander, Bilbao Triangle
Steve and Val Succeed on the Second Attempt
My story starts earlier this year when I see the joining details for the Pan European meeting in Leon, Spain in
September, the dates are not really convenient as they are in school term time, meaning the divine Mrs L
would not be able to accompany me. So how do I feel about going all the way there and back on my own?
Now, many of you will be giving this a big “WTF” , but I have only ever ridden on the wrong side once before
and am by no means and intrepid explorer, but despite this, I too think “WTF”, decide to go and book ferry,
hotels etc. Job done!
Or so I thought. Fast forward to Monday, September 6th, I had left work early to travel down to Portsmouth,
where I was stopping overnight, ready for my ferry which was due to leave the following morning. And this is
where the fun started.
Cruising along the M1 south, I got as far as the services at Leicester Forest when I lost all power, let’s say I was
doing about 70 in the outside lane. I had to cross 3 lanes of traffic, the exit lane from the services and a hard
shoulder to come to rest (SEE PIC).
I was rescued, using a recovery vehicle specifically designed to retrieve motorbikes. The guy didn’t know for
sure what the problem was, but took me 10/12 miles to a Halfords store, where I bought a new battery
(£80!!), which was fitted and I was on my way, Spain here we come.
Only, I wasn’t. I got about 10 miles further down the M1 and same thing, and it was now getting dark! To cut
a long story short, the next recovery vehicle got me back to Huddersfield, where, thanks to loads of help from
the dealer, I was able to finally leave my bike and arrived home about 1.00 in the morning!
It turns out that none of my travel was covered by my travel insurance (thanks a LOT, insurance industry!). My
bike was “repaired” at significant cost (long story), but failed again.
My handlebars were bent by the second recovery company, the cost of diagnosing the fault at a Honda dealer
was significant and if, as expected, it meant a new alternator, there was a further, even more significant cost.
In between all the above, I had managed to re-book my ferry crossing (many thanks to Crossmans for use of
their membership and Brittany Ferries who were great) and had booked a ferry and hotel for the October half
term holiday. Except Val refused to go on the old
Pan, hence the acquisition of a new one in a bit of a
rush, ’07 plate and 20k miles.
So it was that we set off on Sunday, 23rd October to
travel to Portsmouth where we were booked onto a
ferry to Bilbao sailing at 21.45. The trip down was
long and uneventful, other than it was a BIT cold
and wet and dark by the time we got onto the
M27, but the loading guys at Portsmouth were first
class and from there, everything started to look up.
It was our intention to ride from Bilbao to
Santander, have breakfast on the way. In reality, we
exited the motorway for the second signed service
station and from there went most of the way to
Santander on the old roads, through a couple of
towns but several cute old villages, it felt like a
proper introduction to the “real” Spain. On arriving
in Santander, we parked along the main front and
had a much needed coffee and two super slices of
apple pie/cheesecake.

Santander

Bilbao

We had planned to
take the main road
out of Santander
south and once again
just pick up some of the
old roads, but instead
we picked up signposts
to Burgos (where we
were staying) on the
outskirts of Santander.
This was the N-623 and
man alive, what a road!!
It rose over 3,400 ft over
the mountains through
some of the most wonderful
countryside and stunning
views!
We stopped for lunch at a
little bar in Tubilla Del Agua
where we had a small beer
with some toasted bread,
tomato garlic, olive oil and
local ham, washed down with
a small beer, it was simple, but
sublime!!

N - 623

Tubilla del Agua

Lunch Stop at Tubilla del Agua at about 2,500ft - Beer and Bocadillo

We arrived in Burgos mid afternoon, just in time to book in, have a wander around the lovely city, with its
fabulous cathedral. We stayed there two nights and made excellent use of several of its many tapas bars!
The first bar we went into was tiny, dark little place
(Cafe España – Google it!) where the barman was
tubby, grizzled, miserable old boy who seemed put
out that we had stopped him talking with his mates.
Now, my Spanish is not great, but I was determined
to give it a go, you know, try to blend in,
seamlessly? We walked up to the bar and I asked for
two (DOS) wine (Vinos) white (blanco) “por favour”
Sullen barman looked at me “que”?!! At this point
Val chirped in from the background, all smiles and
her best Wigan voice, “two glasses of white wine
please luvvie”! No sooner said, than our glasses of
wine were on the bar, with a plate of olives and
smiles all round – and they say chivalry is dead?!!

On the Wednesday we headed back to Bilbao, leaving early enough to make sure
we didn’t miss the boat back to Portsmouth. We started off on the AP-1 (or was it the E-80?) , it was a pretty
miserable day, not cold but grey and dull. The motorway journey was fast and efficient, but pretty boring ,
other than as we rose higher we went though the clouds which were condensing on my windscreen. So we
decided to branch off at Pancorbo onto the BU 525 to try and see some of the countryside, and what
countryside there was! Once again, we rose up and over the mountain and every mile we travelled it got a bit
sunnier and a bit warmer until we were riding along, late October, in 20oC, which was more than pleasant!

Now for my one biker recommendation of this trip; if you ever go to this part of the world, you have GOT to
take the A 2625 which takes you through Tertanga! (Shown on the map near Puerto de Orduña on the 625). If
you don’t go, at least Google it and look at it on Google earth – what a ride down the mountain that was, and
when you get to the bottom and look back you think “How the hell did we ever bike down THAT?!!”
So, you may be thinking, the rest of the journey was pretty plain sailing? Well, hold on to your horses there,
cowboy, this is a Griswald LETCH Family adventure and things just don’t work like that for us!
Most of the journey was, indeed, pretty, but uneventful, until we got to the outskirts of Bilbao! Here we
rejoined the motorway, but on a six lane motorway which shows as one pink line on my bloody Garmin, with a
gantry so full of signs it blocks out the sun, it was not clear to Val or, more importantly, to me, where we were
being directed to!

Now, and foolishly of course, I thought that the port of Bilbao would be, well, in Bilbao, so kind of headed in
that direction. The port, as many of you will know, of course, is several miles north of the city itself. This, my
friends, is the ONLY reason I can offer by way of explanation for ending up in what I can only describe as
“Downtown Peckham-upon-Bilbao” although it was actually called Ariz Torrea Auzoa, again Google it and look
at it on Google Earth – it is not the most inviting place I have ever been!
I told Val that I needed to stop and re-programme the sat nav, to which she replied “YOU ARE NOT XXXXING
STOPPING HERE!!” in a really quite loud voice. I took the hint!
We did, of course, get back to the ferry.
There followed an uneventful (for us!) ferry back and ride north to Huddersfield in late summer sun and a
balmy 12 – 14 degrees, we arrived eventually safe, if tired!

Steve & Val

Club Event

Christmas 2016

Club Event

Club Ride Out

Map - Club Rides - 2016
Where we have been
14 Feb

Zoe’s Place in the Snow

Alan & Jeanette

13 Mar

Northern Pennines

Dale & Sue

3 Apr

Foxton Locks

Richard & Anne

8 May

North Wales

John & Lynne

12 Jun

Newby Bridge

Andy & Tracy

10 Jul

Derbyshire & BBQ

Alan & Jeanette

14 Aug

Roman Tour

Ken & Sue

18 Sep

Blakey Ridge

Graeme & Sally

30 Sep

Betws-y-Coed Wales Weekend

Alan & Jeanette

9 Oct

Goathland & Scarborough

Alan T

4 Dec

Yorkshire Dales Reservoirs

Alex

January and November rides were cancelled du to the weather conditions.

2016 Membership Map

Members Map - 2016
Where we all come from
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Pyrenees, Spain. The N260

Routes

A Must-Ride Road if ever there was one.
I cannot let my time at the helm of PanTalk come to an end without including this superb route.
Pick up any article on good biking roads in Spain, and this will be in there, but we came across it
without having done any Google preparation. It was April and the roads over the Pyrenees were still
snowbound. This is the most northerly main road on the Spanish side of the Spain/France border
flirting with the foothills of the Spanish Pyrenees.
To come across such a brilliant riding road by sheer chance always produces a good feeling. But for it
to start off as excellent as this and then continue to get better and better for 224 miles is just amazing.
You can’t help but arrive at your destination with a big grin on your face.
The route shown here starts a few miles east of Pamplona near a large, peculiar turquoise coloured
reservoir called Embalse de Yesa. Since we last rode it, the old route has been replaced with a direct dual
carriageway - the N21 - but the old N240 is much better, and is still there. It takes in a short section of the
N330 near Jaca and then continues as the N260 all the way to La Seu d’Urgell - a delightful old Spanish city
which hosted the Canoe White Water finals in the Barcelona Olympics of 1992. The canoe course is within
easy walking distance of the centre, and you can walk up, hire a canoe and have a go down the course.
But first, you have to get there. Jaca and Biescas are both just off route. Ainsa is passed after about 100 miles
after which Campo, Castlejon de Sos, Perves, La Pobla de Segur, Sort and La Seu d’Urgell complete the list of
key map points en route.
Soon after Campo, the road slows down a little as it heads through a twisty, narrow, limestone gorge which is
wider at road level than it is at head level, but shortly after, near Castlejon de Sos, it opens up. The bends
become wider, the road is faster and the surface grips like Shelltex. The hairpins keep on coming, but these
are nothing like the the technically challenging hairpins that you might find at Bealach na Bà or Hard Knott
Pass. Not even like Porlock Hill. These are bends that you can ride, rather than tip-toe, round. Get the speed
and the road position right, lean the bike and gently accelerate the weight onto the back wheel all the way
round to the next hairpin. Whoever designed these roads must be a motorcyclist. Go there, ride the roads you’ll see what I mean.
It is a brilliant ride to the hilltop settlement of Perves following the ribbon of road that seems to have been
draped randomly up the steeply sloping hillside. The slalom course back down the other side ain’t half bad
either. Sort arrives far too quickly, and Telly Tubbies spring to mind. ‘Again, Again!’ I want more. Never has a
request been so quickly granted. We take off east up the hill to Col del Canto and down the hill towards Seu
d'Urgell for another 30-odd miles of sheer enjoyment. The 125 miles from
Ainsa to La Seu d’Urgell has to be some of the best riding that there is and
you arrive at La Seu d’Urgell wearing a rather stupid grin.

The N260 continues towards the west coast however, and becomes twistier. But from La Seu d’Urgell, there
are plenty of other roads to catch your imagination.
Damn. I wish I hadn’t written this now. I want to go back !
John
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The ex-Committee Members

Snippets

The Three Club Officers and 2 Events Managers Step Down.
Alex has been a member of the club since it was founded in 2002, and has
served on the committee for all of the last 14 years, many of them acting as
chairman or as secretary. Alex remains a member of the club, but is stepping
back from committee duties. His clear, calm and level headed approach to
issues arising will be greatly missed at committee meetings.
Alex usually leads at least one ride out each year, and Anne and Alex frequently
plan longer trips to the continent, often inviting other members of the club to
join them for all or part of their trip, and always making valuable and interesting
contributions to PanTalk.
The club owes Alex a huge debt of gratitude for always keeping the club moving forward and promoting the
club’s ethos of Fun, Friendship and Freedom.
Alan has been a club member for 10 years, and joined the committee as chair for the last
two, bringing back much needed order and purpose to meetings - not easy to impose a
tight time schedule when everyone is in the club to have fun ! Alan managed it well,
always hitting the 12 o’clock deadline when the arranged Ride-to-Eat members would
roll up to join us.
Alan rarely uses a satnav, relying almost entirely on his own memory map of the country.
For me, his coup de gras was perhaps the impromptu ride that he led from Sedbury
Layby at Scotch Corner. We had intended to head north west, but the layby was full of
travellers heading for the Appleby Horse Fair and we realised that the roads would be blocked. Instead, Alan
led 4 of us up the east coast and into the Scottish Lowlands, returning via the lead mining villages of the
northern Pennines. Brilliant weather throughout the day except for 2 sudden downpours, both of which
happened when we were stopped and undercover. We were late back home, having covered a total of
around 350 miles door to door, but it was a superb day, made up by Alan on the spur of the moment and with
plenty of relaxed stops.
Alan remains a member of the club but suspects that other demands will keep him away from rides for some
of the time.
Anne & Jeanette stepped in to formally take up the role of Events
Managers during 2013, and what an excellent few years of events
we have had as a result. The Xmas bash found a new home at the
much more central Catterick Golf Club and we have had some
superb activities - BBQs at Anne and Richard’s and at Jeanette and
Alan’s. There were weekends away - the excellent but very wet
mystery tour to Caernarvon, the equally excellent overnighter at
Girvan, The Arboretum Memorial ride to Letchworth and the latest
superb 2-night weekend at Betws-y-Coed. Twice, we hired a
couple of canal boats and had a day cruising and playing pirates on the Leeds Liverpool canal. Although
stepping down from the committee, Anne fully intends to continue arranging some events for the club.
John. Oh that’s me. I joined the club in late 2011 and have been treasurer for the last 4
years. Soon after getting the records from the bank, it became apparent that the club
had lost 50% of its members in the previous 3 years and we (the committee) set about
trying to do something about it. For my part, I revamped the club’s website, made it
possible for new members to join on line, enabled existing members to renew their
subscription on line, and designed the new banners, calling cards and publicity leaflets to
help to promote the club. I revived PanTalk as an electronic magazine and am pleased
that I have managed to keep it going for 4 years and 15 editions.
I like the sinuous fast flowing roads that have plenty of space, good road surface and are not very busy. A tall
order perhaps, but I have led rides through North Wales, the Western Lake District and the Northern Pennines
introducing the club to such routes - the ones that we love to ride when we are out by ourselves.
Lynne and I are now moving away from group riding and reverting to the touring that we used to do before
joining NPR.
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Garmin SatNav Log Files
Reviewing Where you have Been
All of the motorcycle Garmin’s that I have owned have stored a
log of where I have been. In order to access these, once the
satnav is connected via the USB port, the folders on the satnav
can be browsed using Windows Explorer - just as if you had
plugged in a memory stick.
The folder that contains these logs usually on the Garmin’s
internal memory and is usually called GPX.
It looks something like the image top right.

The actual trip logs are stored in the Archive Folder and are a series of consecutively
numbered GPX files as shown on the right. Each file can contain quite a number of
individual trips, or a longer trip may span a number of files.
Whatever, these files can be saved to your hard disk drive, and can be imported into
various mapping programs, including BaseCamp and MapSource - simply by dragging and
dropping.
This little article is about how you can use the files from a Zumo 590 with Garmin’s
Basecamp to keep a record of your trips.
But first - a little bit of basic information.
On the Zumo 590, the satnav will keep only the last 20 gpx files. The image on the right
shows the entire contents of my Archive folder. Files 1.gpx right through to 52.gpx have
been deleted by the system. This means that if you don’t copy them from the Garmin
every so often, they will be lost forever. The 20 files on the right represent all of my
satnav logs from the start of August to the middle of November.
The most recent trips will not be in this list. Garmin maintains a file called Current.gpx which can be seen in the image, top right. The most recent trips are stored in that file.
When Garmin decides that Current.gpx has become full, it will archive it and give it the
next name in the sequence - 73.gpx in my case. And it will delete 53.gpx from the
internal memory. It will then create a brand new Current.gpx.
All of the above may be of use if you are using the Garmin 600 series (like the 660) or the
earlier Zumo 550.
However, Basecamp has a useful way of dealing with these files without needing to know
any of the above. This works nicely on the 590, and may also work with the 660, but I am
unable to test it as I no longer have one.
In Basecamp.
I suggest that you create a new database to experiment with - details are in September
2016 edition of PanTalk. Page 18. Mine is called Test 2 for purposes of this
demo. I suggest you use something a bit more meaningful !
Create a List Folder and call it Trip Logs.
In the Trip Logs folder, create a New List and call it some sensible name. I want
to keep a log of a trip I did around Southern Scotland, so I have named my list
accordingly. See the image on the right.
Right - now we need to get the trip logs from the satnav. If you haven’t done so
already, plug the USB cable into the satnav and into the computer. You may
need to turn the satnav on, or it may fire up by itself.
And wait. The screen on the satnav will eventually show an image that represent a PC with a wire and a
satnav attached. Now pay attention to the BaseCamp screen.
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The left hand menu in Basecamp will now show something like the screen
image shown on the right. The top part is the same as before, but it has
now located stuff that it has found on the Zumo. If there is a long thin
green bar under ‘Internal Storage’, then it is still reading the information
from memory. Let it finish.
Basecamp has also read the maps that are on the Zumo and the data that is
on the memory card. We are interested in what it has in ‘Internal Storage’.
Click on it.
The contents of the internal storage is now shown like the image below left.
You may have to scroll down through the waypoints
and favourites that have been found on the satnav.
I have highlighted all of the dates from our Scotland
mini-trip from 3 Sep 2016 to 11 Sep 2016.
What I do then, is drag them into the Scotland Trip Sept 2016 List that I created
earlier. (Circled). A copy is taken of the trip log for those dates and placed in the
Scotland Trip List. Now when I click on that List name, the various logs are
shown in the lower half, and the logs themselves are drawn on the map.
As you click on each leg of the route
in the left hand pane, the appropriate
section is highlighted on the map.
You can zoom in on a particular
section.
If you double click a particular
section, then the full details of the log
become available to you. The image
across the bottom of the page shows
this. It circles where you were on the
map, and in the table it lists the
elevation, the leg distance, the leg
time, the speed you were travelling at
that moment in time, the direction in
which you were heading, the date
and time and the latitude/longitude
coordinates.
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On the tabs at the top, is the option to draw a graph showing speed and/or elevation plotted against
the mileage from the start. As you move the mouse along the graph profile, a little figure moves along
the route to mark the position on the map. You can click on two places on the profile, to mark the start
and the end of a section, and the table will display various calculated statistics between the two
marked points - relevant to the graph on which you clicked - height or speed. It’s really intended for
runners and cyclists, but interesting to play with.
For Pan Talk, I use these satnav logs and drop them onto Ordnance Survey maps in some software that
I use from Memory Maps. It does a similar sort of thing, but the map display is much easier to read
than the Google Map.
It could be rather a concern that your satnav is able to keep this sort of detailed information about
where you have been and how fast you were going at the time.
But it is nothing more than is already available from your mobile phone company records.
John
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PanTalk is an occasional magazine produced by and for members of Northern Pan Riders - a
motorcycle touring club for owners of touring motorcycles.
Suggestions for articles are most gratefully received, and we are always looking for tour
reports; your favourite roads; technical articles; simple modifications to your bike; your own
brief riding history.
Photos help make articles more interesting about 1280 pixels wide works best for me. I can
produce a map of routes taken using gdb (Mapsource / Basecamp) or gpx (log from satnav)
format.
Please contact pantalk@nprclub.co.uk with suggestions or articles

Many thanks to all of our ride leaders - Alan, Alex and Dick
(even though weather prevented it - he still did all of the
planning!)
Thanks too to Alan & Jeanette for the Betws Weekend, and to
Richard for the Poem
Special thanks to Dick & Ruth, to Tony & Mary and to Steve &
Val for their excellent trip reports.
The rest of the stuff in here is by my own hand.

Further Information about the club, can be obtained on our website:
www.northernpanriders.co.uk
www.nprclub.co.uk
Previous copies of PanTalk can also be found on the above site.
Also, random notices and comments on Facebook:
Northern Pan Riders PanEuropean

UK Maps reproduced in this document are obtained from the Ordnance Survey website and are used under
the terms of the Ordnance Survey and Open Government Licence for Public Sector Information.
Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2010
Road maps of Spain: Source - Data Spain. http://www.maps.data-spain.com/
Used with permission and with thanks.

Most of the maps shown in PanTalk have been created using software from MemoryMap which I use with maps that I have bought, created, or
downloaded free from Ordnance Survey Open Data site. Free versions of their software is available from the above link, although to work effectively
maps and/or import licences need to be purchased. In my opinion it still knocks spots off its competitiors !
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